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As an openly gay comic, Bob Smith broke barriers with an appearance on "The Tonight Show." Now Smith
offers up his own original, whine-free perspective on being grown up and gay.In OPENLY BOB, the
acclaimed comedian candidly, and humorously, tackles issues facing grown-up gays as they make their place
in an overwhelmingly straight society. From bringing your boyfriend home to your father's funeral, to being
the only gay couple at a family wedding, to surviving couples counseling, Smith's decidedly wry spin on the
events of our lives resonates with keen observation and hilarious truth."So Mom says to me on the phone,
'Just because you're coming home for your father's funeral doesn't mean we can't have fun!'"Sex education,
meteor showers, lesbian ventriloquist dummies, fleamarket shopping, body piercing, pot -smoking drag
queens, environmental correctness, Judgment Day, Samuel Beckett, Newt Gingrich, Coco Chanel, Sigmund
Freud--nothing and no one escapes Smith's incisive eye in this very human collection of comic essays.
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From reader reviews:

Terry Hayes:

Here thing why this Openly Bob are different and reputable to be yours. First of all studying a book is good
nevertheless it depends in the content of the usb ports which is the content is as scrumptious as food or not.
Openly Bob giving you information deeper and different ways, you can find any guide out there but there is
no reserve that similar with Openly Bob. It gives you thrill looking at journey, its open up your eyes about
the thing this happened in the world which is possibly can be happened around you. You can easily bring
everywhere like in playground, café, or even in your approach home by train. For anyone who is having
difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of Openly Bob in e-book can be your substitute.

David Carson:

The guide untitled Openly Bob is the book that recommended to you to learn. You can see the quality of the
publication content that will be shown to anyone. The language that publisher use to explained their way of
doing something is easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of exploration when write the book,
therefore the information that they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-
book of Openly Bob from the publisher to make you considerably more enjoy free time.

Jane Turcotte:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray anyone, why because this Openly Bob book written by well-known
writer who knows well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who read the book. Written with
good manner for you, leaking every ideas and composing skill only for eliminate your own hunger then you
still hesitation Openly Bob as good book not merely by the cover but also by content. This is one book that
can break don't determine book by its protect, so do you still needing an additional sixth sense to pick this
kind of!? Oh come on your studying sixth sense already told you so why you have to listening to one more
sixth sense.

Jesse Ward:

This Openly Bob is great guide for you because the content that is full of information for you who always
deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. That book reveal it facts accurately using great
arrange word or we can say no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read the idea hurriedly you can
have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only offers you straight forward sentences but challenging core
information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having Openly Bob in your hand like having the world in
your arm, facts in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no publication that offer you world inside ten or
fifteen minute right but this book already do that. So , this can be good reading book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs.
busy do you still doubt this?
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